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Question: A customer of ours has a
2011 Volvo XC60, and they are

complaining of an abnormal noise from

the engine bay when driving. We have

heard the noise on a road test, but we

are having difficulty finding the source

of the noise in the workshop. Do you

have any ideas what could be causing

this noise?

Answer: Yes, we have heard of
the issue you have described, and it affects

Volvo models with 5-cylinder diesel engines.

The noise is caused by the exhaust gas

recirculation (EGR) valve resonating due to

vacuum pressure fluctuations, caused by

deterioration of the brake servo vacuum pump

non-return valve. Fit a modified brake servo

vacuum pump non-return valve (see figure).

Check operation of the exhaust gas

recirculation (EGR) vacuum control solenoid

and replace if necessary. Carry out a road test

to ensure the noise has been eliminated.

Volvo XC60: Abnormal noise from engine
bay when driving

Blue Print has highlighted how its oil filters

are designed to consistently win the battle

against microscopic wear particles, dust and

soot that are constantly attacking an engine

and how the quality of its filters helps to ensure

smooth engine performance and long service

life. 

The company says that quality oil filters

are crucial to the protection of the engine,

keeping the oil free from dirt and

contamination. The oil has to be filtered

efficiently to prevent contaminants embedding

in the bearing surfaces, which can quickly lead

to increased engine wear. Blue Print says it

supplies oil filters with premium quality filter

media, meaning they can deliver outstanding

performance, even over extended service

intervals.

Blue Print filters also feature precision

engineered anti-drain back valves and by-pass

valves as required by the OE design. These have

vital roles to play, especially in the engine start-

up phase and are engineered by Blue Print to

minimise engine wear. Blue Print oil filters also

ensure correct performance under cold-start

conditions, allowing maximum lubrication and

preventing metal-to-metal contact of bearings

and cam gear.

To complement the performance of Blue

Print oil filters, the company also advises that a

clean, high quality air filter is essential and that

both filters should always be changed at the

same time. 

With over 2,200 part numbers in its

filtration portfolio for different makes and

models, Blue Print offers one of the most

extensive ranges available in the aftermarket. 

Full details of the range can be found
in the Blue Print LIVE! online catalogue at
www.blue-print.com/blueprintlive.
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